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Learning Journey
The Bigger Picture

Health & Safety, Measuring, Accuracy, Processes, Materials, Manufacturing Skills.

Learning Journey
Lesson overview

Homework/ assessment

Project

H&S Revision Homework

Sweet Dispenser

1

Intro to DT

2

Design Brief and Task Analysis

Intro

3
4
5

Product Analysis / Specification
Mark out the dispenser
Cut out the dispenser

6

H&S assessment

7

Sand and Drill the dispenser

Sweet Dispenser

8

Sand and Drill the dispenser

Sweet Dispenser

Sweet Dispenser
Sweet Dispenser
Sweet Dispenser
Assessment 1 - H&S

Exam

9

Manufacture of base & legs

Sweet Dispenser

10

Manufacture of base & legs

Sweet Dispenser

11

Manufacture the tongue

Sweet Dispenser

12

Manufacture the tongue

Sweet Dispenser

13

Assembly

Sweet Dispenser

14

Jar Graphics

15

Evaluation

Sweet Dispenser

16

Design Brief and Task Analysis

Rover

17

Antro and ergo lesson

Rover

18

Specification & Design

19

Y8 Exam

20

Design Controller

Rover

21

Model Controller x3

Rover

22

Manufacture Controller

Rover

23

Manufacture Controller

24

Rover Design

Assessment 2 - Sweet Dispenser

Sweet Dispenser

Rover
Assessment 3 Exam

Exam

Rover
Assessment 4 Design ideas

Rover

25

Rover design / model

Rover

26

CAD lesson to be booked in

Rover

27

Electronics

Rover

28

Electronics / Rover manufacture

Rover

29

Rover manufacture

Rover

30

Rover manufacture

Rover

31

Finishes

Rover

32

Evaluation

33

Microbit

Assessment 5 - Rover Project

Microbit

34

Microbit

Microbit

35

Microbit

Microbit

36

Revision

Revision
Assessment 6 Exam

Rover

37

Y8 Exam

38

Practice Isometric

Isometric

Exam

39

Practice Isometric

Isometric

40

Practice Isometric

Isometric
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Brain In Gear

Can you identify the hazards in this picture?
Can you say why they are a hazard?
Can you come up with a rule to prevent the hazard?

Rule of Law
Manufacturers need to make
products that do not harm the
environment or nature and are
safe.

1

List 5 H&S rules that you remember from DT last year

4

Health & Safety in DT
HEALTH & SAFETY RULES
1
2

WHO CAN USE THIS MACHINE?

WHY IS IT ONLY THEM?

3

PPE STANDS FOR_____________________________________
WHY ARE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IMPORTANT?

WHAT DO THESE MEAN?

WHY DO YOU CLAMP A PIECE OF WORK WHEN USING A PILLAR DRILL

5

ASSESSMENT—Health & Safety

1) WHY DOES LONG HAIR NEED TO BE TIED UP WHEN USING MACHINES? (1)
2) HOW DO YOU STOP A MACHINE WHEN USING IT? (1)
3) WHERE DO BAGS NEED TO BE STORED IN A WORKSHOP? (1)
4) NAME 2 OTHER H&S RULES FOR THE WORKSHOP (2)
5) WHAT DOES PPE STAND FOR? (1)
6) NAME 2 TYPES OF PPE YOU USE IN THE WORKSHOP (2)
7) WHICH PIECE OF EQUIPMENT ARE YOU NOT ALLOWED TO USE? (1)
8) WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO CLAMP A PIECE OF WORK WHEN USING A DRILL? (2)
9) EXPLAIN WHAT THE MARKINGS ON THE FLOOR MEAN? (2)
10) EXPLAIN THE SAFE WAY OF USING A BELT SANDER (3)
11) EXPLAIN HOW DO YOU SOLDER SAFELY (4)

___________ OUT OF 20 MARKS
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ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST
Step Criteria
1

I have a very basic understanding of knowledge

2

I have a basic understanding of knowledge

3

I have a good understanding of knowledge

4

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it some
of the time

5

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it most
of the time

6

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it the
majority of the time

7

I have a very good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
the majority of the time

8

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & can apply it
the majority of the time

9

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & can apply it
all of the time

WWW

ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST
How you can improve

EBI

Ensure you revise for your exams
Answer in sentences
Ensure you check your spellings
Ensure you check your grammar
Use DT words in your answers
Write in paragraphs
Use PEE to structure your answers
Fully justify your answers using examples and making
suggestions
STEP SCORE

Aspirational Step:

1

2

2

3

Minimum Expected
Step:

3

4

Step Achieved

4

5

5

10

6

12

7

14

8

16

9

18

Green Pen Reflection
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SWEET DISPENSER
This project will test your design
and make skills. You will need to be
ACCURATE and ensure your product
is WELL MADE. Skills will be tested
with the addition of legs and a
catching device to hold your sweets
in place. You may also get to sand
blast the glass jar. You will create
suitable packaging to promote the
product and experiment with 3D
drawing techniques.
YOU WILL NEED TO BRING A GLASS
JAR IN FROM HOME—avoid pickled
onions and metal lids are
preferred.

KEYWORD REVIEW

A = I have never seen the word before
B= I have heard / seen the word before but not sure what it means
C = I understand what the word means and sometimes use it
D = I can use the word confidently and explain it to others.
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Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions:
Imagine that you could go on holiday anywhere and do
anything. Specify 10 things that your dream holiday must,
1
should or could have.

BIG Task Instructions:
List as many sweets as you can that will fit into a sweet dispenser.

2

BIG Task Instructions:
What do the following words mean?
Anthropometrics
Ergonomics
Prototype
Scale
End User

3

Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions:
Spelling test

4

1
2
3
4
5
BIG Task Instructions:
What are the benefits of plywood? (Strength,
Environment, Properties)

BIG Task Instructions:
Why does Castleford Academy use manufactured boards
instead of timber for
Some of the DT projects? (Cost, Environment, Strength)

5

6

11

Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions: State the Name and use of these working holding devices

NAME

NAME

Used for
Advantages

Used for

7

NAME
Used for

Advantages

Advantages

BIG Task Instructions: Explain
how you use this equipment /
What H&S is needed?

8

NAME of machine
HOW do you use it?

H&S needs
BIG Task Instructions: Explain how you change a drill bity
on a pillar drill
NAME of tool used to change a drill bit
HOW do you change it?

H&S needs

9

Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions:

10

What have you learnt during this project so far?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

BIG Task Instructions:
Sketch your final design of your sweet Dispenser

11

Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions:

12

Name 3 different types of material used in packaging.
1
2
3
Why is packaging important for products?

BIG Task Instructions:
Analyse the packaging .

What do you think about the design?

What about the colours, what do you think they represent?

How is it environmentally friendly?
What do you like about the design?

13

BIG Task Instructions: What are the hazards?
How do you stay safe?

14

Hazard:
How to stay safe:
Hazard:
How to stay safe:
15

BIG Task Instructions: What do these images mean?
Name the tool and state what is it used for

BIG Task Instructions:
What do you call these pieces of equipment / tools? What do they
do?

16
5

Design Brief Analysis
TASK 1 HIGHLIGHT THE KEY WORDS IN THE CONTEXT
Design Context:
Many people eat snacks to help fit in with their busy lifestyles.
However, many snacks are high in sugar and unhealthy fats. Eating a
lot of sugar and unhealthy fats can lead to a number of health
problems such as obesity, heart disease and type 2 diabetes. Many
people are realising that they need to change their eating habits to
improve their health.
An entrepreneur wants to release a new range of sweets, made
without artificial colours, sugars or flavours to appeal to people who
wish to make healthy snack-food choices. To help minimise the
impact of the product upon the environment the entrepreneur would
like to have a sustainable sweet dispenser that can be refilled over
and over again.

Design Brief Analysis
TASK 2 ANALYSE THE DESIGN BRIEF
Design brief:
Design a sustainable sweet dispenser. The dispenser should be
reusable, be made from sustainable materials, be eye catching and
should come with a set of working drawings drawn in first angle
orthographic projection

Name 3 sustainable
materials

What is a sustainable
material?

What is a mechanism?
Sweet
Dispenser

What fixing methods
could you use for
wood?

Who is the target market for
your product?

What processes will
you use?

Specification
Complete this
table using
sentences. At least
1 point per box

On your own

As a class

MUST

MUST

A

Be well made

Aesthetics

Have a colourful slide

(Looks/ Style)

S
Size
(How big is it)

S
Safety
(How ill it be safe)

F
Function
(How will it work)

M
Materials
(What are you
using)

Link to a chosen sweet brand
eg Skittles

Product Analysis and Research
KEY WORDS
FUNCTION – How it works
Aesthetics – What it looks like (colour, style, shape) sometimes
called Form
Can you analyse different products?

1

Function:

2

Aesthetics:

3

Materials:

1

Function:

2

Aesthetics:

3

Materials:

19

Design sketches of the slide

Lesson focus: Modelling
Create a template for the slide which will catch the sweet as it exits
the disc.
It needs to have:
•Folded sides
•Folded Rovertom
Model the slide designs
•Folded top to attach to dispenser
•Indication of where the screw will go in card

Stick your models below
Analyse them – What is good? What could be improved?

TRACKING SHEET
Step

Tools Needed?

What did you get done
today? Example; I
measured and marked
out my new work
pieces

What tools did you use What checks did you do
today?
to make sure you did
the right thing?
Example;
I used a rule to
measure the distance,
a tri Square to draw
my lines straight and
a pencil

Quality Checks?

Example; I measured
accurately by using a
rule and tri-square.
This will mean that
when I cut it wont be
too short

22

EVALUATION of Sweet Dispenser

What did you learn?.

What was difficult?

Which parts of your product are you really pleased with? Why is this?

Which parts of your product are you unhappy with? Why is this?

Did you complete all of your work on time? If you didn’t manage to complete your work
please explain why.

If you were to remake this product, what would you change and what would you keep
the same?

Set yourself 3 GOALS to improve your work in your next project.
1.
2.
3.

ASSESSMENT—SWEET DISPENSER

Step Criteria
1

With help and support I have tried to make my product

2

With help and support I have made my product

3

I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my
product myself

4

I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

5

I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them
with some accuracy to make my product

6

I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and
accurately to make my product

7

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to
produce a well made product accurately and correctly. My
product meets the design brief / Specification

8

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to
produce a well made product accurately and correctly. My
product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a good
level of quality

9

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to
produce a well made product accurately and correctly. My
product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a good
level of quality and precision

WWW

ASSESSMENT—SWEET DISPENSER
How you can improve

EBI

Make all the parts to your product
Ensure you put your product together
Ensure you finish your product
Ensure you take more care when making your product
Reduce the mistakes when making your product - more care
and attention
Make sure your product is well made and you add additional
features / use a range of techniques
Ensure you spend time to finish your product to a high
standard
Ensure your product is well thought out with high levels of
quality controls. Outstanding quality finish
Be more independent
Be more confident when using machines /tools
Take more time and care when soldering
Be creative with your designs

Green Pen Reflection

Aspirational Step:

Minimum Expected
Step:
ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE
Step Achieved

ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST FEB

Step Criteria

1

I have a very basic understanding of knowledge

2

I have a basic understanding of knowledge

3

I have a good understanding of knowledge

4

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
some of the time

5

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
most of the time

6

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
the majority of the time

7

I have a very good understanding of knowledge & can
apply it the majority of the time

8

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & can
apply it the majority of the time

9

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & can
apply it all of the time

WWW

ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST FEB
How you can improve

EBI

Ensure you revise for your exams
Answer in sentences
Ensure you check your spellings
Ensure you check your grammar
Use DT words in your answers
Write in paragraphs
Use PEE to structure your answers
Fully justify your answers using examples and making suggestions
Aspirational Step:

STEP SCORE
1

5

2

8

3

10

4

13

5

15

6

18

7

20

8

23

9

24

Minimum Expected
Step:
Step Achieved

Green Pen Reflection

RODENT ROVER PROJECT
This project will enable
you to create an
electronic roRover that
has been inspired by
Rodents.
During this project you
will have the opportunity
to develop your design
and modelling skills.
The focus of this project is
to create a user centric
design that considers
ergonomics and user
needs.

KEYWORD REVIEW

A = I have never seen the word before
B= I have heard / seen the word before but not sure
what it means
C = I understand what the word means and sometimes
use it
D = I can use the word confidently and explain it to
others.

Brain in Gear—Health & Safety
BIG Task Instructions: What do these images mean?

Rule:

Rule:

Rule:

Reason:

Reason:

Reason:

1

2

BIG Task Instructions: What do these images mean?

BIG Task Instructions:
State 5 H&S Rules
1
2
3
4
5

3

Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions:
Can you identify these various forms of adhesives?
Can you say what they will stick together?

4

30

5

BIG Task Instructions:
What do the following words mean?
Anthropometrics
Ergonomics
Templates
BIG: Shade in the shapes using the examples to help you
6

30

Brain In Gear
BIG Task Instructions:

7

What do you call these pieces of equipment / tools? What do they do?

8
BIG Task Instructions:

What do the following words mean?
ANALYSIS
EVALUATION
TARGET MARKET
ERGONOMICS
AESTHETICS
BIG Task Instructions:

9

Related to design and technology find one keyword with the highest score possible.
You can use letters more than once

31

BIG—Brain in Gear
BIG Task Instructions:

10

Name the tool and state what is it used for

11

BIG Task Instructions:
Task: Can you sketch an isometric speaker?

32

DESIGN BRIEF ANALYSIS

Design Brief: The Gadget Show have set schools a
challenge to create an innovative electronic product
that considers user needs, with a focus on ergonomics
and anthropometrics. The focus of this product is to
engage teenagers and provide knowledge of
electronics and circuitry.
Design Context: Design and make a mini roRover that
moves using a wired remote. The remote must be
designed to be comfortable to the user when holding
it. The roRover needs to be themed on rodents.

33

DESIGN BRIEF ANALYSIS

Remote considerations
Shape/size/comfort/lay
out

User needs

Rodent
Rover

Processes

Materials

Research / Investigation—what do I need to go find out

Specification
Complete this table
using sentences. At
least 1 point per
box
A
Aesthetics
(Looks/ Style)

S
Size
(How will it be
comfortable?)
S
Safety
(How ill it be safe?)

F
Function
(How will it work?)

M
Materials
(What are you
using?)

MUST

The product should have a clear
theme that has been inspired by
bugs.

COULD

The body of the Rover could have
antenna that stick out, so that it
looks more like a bug.

PRODUCT ANALYSIS—EXTENDED WRITING LESSON
Key words
Aesthetics
Cost
Customer
Environment
Safety
Size
Function
Materials

•White

and blue roRover
•£22.00
•For ages 6 up
•High capacity rechargeable battery 2
hours use with 3 hours charge
•No small parts / Battery is sealed
(screwdriver needed)
•300mm tall—120mm wide
•Remote control (up to 50 moves)
•Made from acrylic (plastic)

36

KEY WORDS
ANTROPOMETRICS

ERGONOMICS

TEMPLATES

USER REQUIREMENTS

37

DESIGN IDEAS—CONTROLLER

Design Considerations
Shape
Sharp corners
Anthropometrics
38

MODELLING—CONTROLLER
Model 2 of your designs using card, stick
them in the spaces provided below
Add notes explain what you like about
them
Add notes about what needs to change to
improve them

39

DESIGN IDEAS— BASE

Design considerations
Theme
Shape
Additional features
Colour

40

ASSESSMENT—Rodent Rover DESIGN IDEAS
Ste
Criteria
p
1 With help I have sketched an idea
2 I have a range of ideas with a final design
3 I have a range of ideas with a final design and have labelled my sketches
4

I have a range of ideas with a final design and have notes explaining my
ideas.

5

I have a range of ideas that are developed and have notes explaining the
idea and concept. I have produced a final design

I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed
6 notes explaining the idea and concept. I have produced a final design
that is explained
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed
7 notes explaining the idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final
design that is well presented
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed
notes explaining the idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final
8
design that is well presented. My product fully meets the design brief/
specification.
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed
notes explaining the idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final
9
design that is well presented. My product fully meets the design brief /
Specification and are communicated to a high level of presentation.

WWW

ASSESSMENT—Rodent Rover DESIGN IDEAS
How you can improve

EBI

Take more care when sketching ensure your ideas are neat
Add colour / shading to enhance your ideas
Rub out mistakes
Add thick thin lines to improve presentation
Add Labels to inform me what the idea is
Add notes explain your idea
Add detailed notes that explain your idea fully and why it is suitable
Ensure your ideas match the design brief and Specification
Try sketching in 3D / using an ISOSKETCH to improve presentation
Final idea needs to be presented better take more care with
presentation
Be creative with your designs
Model with more accuracy

Green Pen Reflection

Aspirational Step:
Minimum Expected
Step:
Step Achieved

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE
42

TRACKING SHEET
Step

Tools Needed?

Quality Checks?

What did you get done
today? Example; I
measured and marked
out my new work
pieces

What tools did you
use today?

What checks did you do
to make sure you did
the right thing?

Example;
I used a rule to
measure the
distance, a tri Square
to draw my lines
straight and a pencil

Example;
I measured accurately
by using a rule and trisquare. This will mean
that when I cut it won’t
be too short

43

EVALUATION

What did you learn?.

What was difficult?

Which parts of your product are you really pleased with? Why is this?

Which parts of your product are you unhappy with? Why is this?

Did you complete all of your work on time? If you didn’t manage to complete your work
please explain why.

If you were to remake this product, what would you change and what would you keep
the same?
44

ASSESSMENT—Rodent Rover Manufacture

Step

Criteria

1

With help and support I have tried to make my product

2

With help and support I have made my product

3

I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my
product myself

4

I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

5

I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them
with some accuracy to make my product

6

I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and
accurately to make my product

7

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to
produce a well made product accurately and correctly. My
product meets the design brief / Specification

8

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to
produce a well made product accurately and correctly. My
product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a good
level of quality

9

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to
produce a well made product accurately and correctly. My
product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a good
level of quality and precision

WWW

ASSESSMENT—Rodent Rover Manufacture
How you can improve

EBI

Make all the parts to your product
Ensure you put your product together
Ensure you finish your product
Ensure you take more care when making your product
Reduce the mistakes when making your product - more care
and attention
Make sure your product is well made and you add additional
features / use a range of techniques
Ensure you spend time to finish your product to a high
standard
Ensure your product is well thought out with high levels of
quality controls. Outstanding quality finish
Be more independent
Be more confident when using machines /tools
Take more time and care when soldering
Be creative with your designs

Green Pen Reflection

Aspirational Step:

Minimum Expected
Step:
ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE
Step Achieved
46

KNOWLEDGE OF ASSESSMENT
Q1 Describe what a tri square does. (1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Q2 How do you use it?(1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Q3 What cuts do you make with a tenon saw? (1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Q4 What does a coping saw do?(1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Q5 Analyse why you need to be careful when using a coping
saw? (1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Q6 List a H+S Rule when using saws (1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Q7 Explain why these rules in place (1)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

KNOWLEDGE OF ASSESSMENT
Q8 Apply your knowledge. If you needed to cut a big piece of wood
into smaller sections, which saw would you use? (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Q9 Explain why you would choose this saw (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Q10 What does the word accuracy mean? (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Q11 What does a belt sander do? (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Q12 Explain why we use a belt sander (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Q13 Describe any H+S rules we should follow when using one. (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Q14 Analyse if there any limitations when using a belt sander. (1)
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

KNOWLEDGE OF ASSESSMENT
Q15 What does a forstner bit do? (1)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Q16 Why do we use one instead of a really big drill bit? (1)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Q17 Name the glue we used (1)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Q18 What are the sharp edges that form on metal once it has been
cut called? (1)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Q19 Explain wow we get rid of them? (2)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

49

KNOWLEDGE OF ASSESSMENT

Q20 Justify why H&S is important—This is extended writing question
(6 marks)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Score_____/26

50

ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST

Step Criteria

1

I have a very basic understanding of knowledge

2

I have a basic understanding of knowledge

3

I have a good understanding of knowledge

4

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
some of the time

5

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
most of the time

6

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can apply it
the majority of the time

7

I have a very good understanding of knowledge & can
apply it the majority of the time

8

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & can
apply it the majority of the time

9

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & can
apply it all of the time

WWW

ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST
How you can improve
Ensure you revise for your exams
Answer in sentences
Ensure you check your spellings
Ensure you check your grammar
Use DT words in your answers
Write in paragraphs
Use PEE to structure your answers
Fully justify your answers using examples and making
suggestions
STEP SCORE

Aspirational Step:

1

5

Minimum Expected Step:

2

8

Step Achieved

3

10

4

13

5

15

6

18

7

20

8

23

9

24

Green Pen Reflection

EBI

READING MATERIAL 1

53

READING MATERIAL 1

54

READING MATERIAL 2

55

READING MATERIAL 2

56

READING MATERIAL 4

57

READING MATERIAL 4

58

READING MATERIAL 5

59

READING MATERIAL 5

60

READING MATERIAL 6

61

READING MATERIAL 6

62

